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Introduction. -Revealing cause-and-effect relationships between observed processes at various time scales is an important step in understanding many physical, biological, physiological and geophysical systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Frequently, this issue must be addressed with rather limited knowledge about the systems under study, amounts of observational data, and dating accuracy. A general approach to detect and quantify causal couplings, i.e.,t o find out "who drives whom", is the Wiener-Granger (WG) causality [9, 10] . In its simplest version, the idea is to check whether a present value of one process (X)c a n be predicted more accurately using the past of a second process (Y ) in comparison with predictions based solely on the past of X. In fact, this concept generalizes a conditional (partial) cross-correlation [11] and has been followed by a number of elaborations such as information-theoretic measures [3, [12] [13] [14] [15] and various nonlinear approximations [16] . Despite some limitations and obstacles [17] [18] [19] [20] , the WG causality appears quite useful in practice, allowing meaningful dynamical interpretations [21, 22] and becoming increasingly widely used in different fields, such as biomedicine [1, 5, 8] and geophysics [6] .
Causal coupling estimation is also of great value in climate science, where temporal changes of climatically sensitive proxies [23] are the main source of information about past climate dynamics over long time intervals. The stalagmite YOK-I from the Yok Balum Cave in Southern Belize is especially well dated [24] and provides a high-resolution reconstruction of low-latitudinal Atlantic moisture variations [25] . Making use of solar irradiance reconstructions (e.g., [26] ), one can ask "How do variations in solar activity affect regional Atlantic climate?". Answering this question helps further delineate the timevariant processes that drive climate variations. However, this question leads directly to the main difficulty with such data: dating accuracy of the reconstructions used. Uncertainties inherent in sampling and dating methods limit our knowledge of the time instant of each proxy observation, so that temporal ordering of the observations from the two time series may be distorted uniformly or irregularly in the course of time. This makes any application of the 10004-p1
WG causality approach questionable, which essentially requires a clear distinction between the future and the past.
In this letter, we propose a solution with an appropriate specification of the problem setting and adaptation of the WG causality characteristics. We consider a situation where it is known in advance that the coupling between two processes underlying the observed time series is unidirectional, and the problem reduces to identifying the coupling directionality. Observational noise and dating errors may strongly affect the results of any coupling analysis. In particular, the usual cross-correlation function (CCF) is obviously insufficient since even a uniform dating error moves the location of the CCF maximum along the time axis, so that "lead-lag" information is lost. We note, however, that the WG causality approach provides two coupling characteristics corresponding to the two directions X → Y and Y → X, which is a richer characterization than a single CCF value. To make the WG causality work in the case of dating errors, we suggest its modification involving the definition of the causality ratio r Y →X which is the ratio of maximized time-lagged truncated WG causalities in the directions Y → X and X → Y .W ea r g u et h a t if a coupling indeed exists in the direction Y → X,t h e n under certain conditions r Y →X > 1, i.e., the causality ratio is an indicator of the coupling directionality.
We study the conditions under which this causality ratio allows us to extract information on directionality of unidirectional coupling or, knowing the directionality, to characterize dating errors and observational noise in the analyzed time series. As for the latter task, the mentioned palaeoclimate problem is a relevant example where coupling is unidirectional from solar activity variations to regional climate (reflected in proxy reconstructions), while dating errors and observational noise in the proxy signals remain largely unknown. Here, we i) determine the causality ratio for a class of model systems exactly, ii) analyze statistical properties of its estimator in numerical simulations, and iii) apply the approach to palaeoclimate data using the two records mentioned above to assess their dating accuracy and quantify the time-variant influence of solar activity on the tropical Atlantic climate. Further details of the method and additional results are given in the Supplementary Material Supplementarymaterial.pdf (SM).
Wiener-Granger causality. -Let (X(t),Y(t)) be a bivariate random process with realizations (x(t),y(t)). Denote x n = x(t n ), y n = y(t n ), where t n = nh, n ∈ Z,a n dh is the sampling interval. Consider the self-predictor x ind n = E[X(t n )|x n−1 ,x n−2 ,...]w h e r et h e expectation E[·|·] is conditioned on the infinite past {x n−1 ,x n−2 ,...}. Its mean-squared error is σ
, where the expectation is taken over all x n and all {x n−1 ,x n−2 ,...}.T h i se r r o ri st h el e a s t over all self-predictors for X. The joint predictor x joint n = E[X(t n )|x n−1 ,y n−1 ,x n−2 ,y n−2 ,...] gives the least error σ 2 X,joint over all joint predictors. The prediction
The WG idea was first realized for stationary Gaussian processes [10] . Then, when estimating G Y →X from a finite time series {x n ,y n } N n=1 , one truncates the (conditioning) infinite pasts at finite numbers of terms l X and l XY and fits univariate and bivariate linear autoregressive models of the orders l X and (l X ,l XY ) to the data via the ordinary least-squares technique. In other words, one uses the predictors x ind n,lX = E[X n |x n−1 ,x n−2 ,...,x n−lX ]a n d x joint n,lX ,lXY = E[X n |x n−1 ,...,x n−lX ,y n−1 ,...,y n−lXY ]a n d gets the truncated WG causality G tr Y →X . The latter is often a good approximation of G Y →X even at small l X and l XY . The model orders can be selected via the Schwarz criterion [27] and statistical significance can be checked via Fisher's F -test [28] .
Causality ratio. -Consider a more general setting with the original processes X 0 and Y 0 , whose observed versions X and Y are distorted along two lines. First, due to an amplitude noise:
, where Ξ(t)a n dΨ ( t) are independent observational noises with variances σ 
Obviously, r X→Y =1/r Y →X .T h ev a l u eo fΔ m should be chosen so as to exceed a maximal possible dating error to avoid missing the maximal PIs. If, moreover, the coupling is time-delayed, locations of the PIs maxima are shifted along the Δ-axis by the value of this delay. Hence, if one expects a time delay, then the value of Δ m should be selected so as to exceed the sum of the absolute values of the coupling delay and the dating error. We conjecture that for unidirectional coupling Y → X and similar individual characteristics of the processes X and Y ,t h erat i or Y →X is considerably greater than unity. However, dating errors and observational noise along with
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Coping with dating errors estimates fluctuations due to shortness of time series may somewhat decrease r Y →X , which is studied below.
Model system. -Since the value of r Y →X may depend on many features of the processes under study (such as characteristic times and sampling interval) and parameters of the estimation technique (such as l X ), we need to choose a reasonably simple system and a narrow range of the parameters for which the causality ratio can be studied in detail. As such a testing system, we use coupled "relaxators" (first-order decay processes):
where α determines the characteristic relaxation time τ =1/α, k is the coupling coefficient, and ζ X and ζ Y are independent zero-mean white noises with autocorrelation
, where δ is Dirac's delta. Equations (2) represent a simple, but basic class of systems which still exhibit irregular temporal behavior and are often encountered in different fields (e.g., [29] ). The squared zero-lag CCF reads here
,0 ranges from 0 (for k =0)to0.5(fork →∞) and can be used to parameterize the coupling strength as well. The sampling rate can be conveniently characterised by the ratio h/τ .
For system (2) it appears possible to confine ourselves with the orders l X = l XY = l Y = l YX =1 . I tc a nb e argued that G tr Y →X (Δ) obtained at l X = l XY =1isclose to G tr Y →X (Δ) obtained at l X = ∞ and l XY =1 ,i ft h e sampling interval h is not too small (e.g., ≥ 0.2τ )[ 2 1 ] . I n numerical simulations here, we also find that the results for G tr Y →X (Δ) with l X = 1 are close to those obtained with l X selected via the Schwarz criterion (difference of the order of 1%). Similar arguments hold for l XY . Then, the quantity G tr Y →X (Δ) can be expressed via the autocorrelation function (ACF) C XX (h) and the CCF C XY (Δ) and C XY (Δ − h) ( [20] and SM). Having found ACFs and CCF analytically, we compute the time-lagged truncated WG causalities vs. Δ and select their maxima to calculate the causality ratio. Such a precise analysis is performed for various coupling coefficient values, sampling intervals, observational noise and dating error levels, while statistical properties of the causality ratio estimator are investigated in numerical simulations. We check if indeed r Y →X > 1 and assess how small r Y →X can be at all. A closer attention is paid to cases with 0.1 ≤ C 2 XY,max ≤ 0.2a n dW G causalities 0.01 ≤ G tr,max Y →X ≤ 0.03 which are reminiscent of those often observed in climate data analysis in cases of statistically significant coupling detection (e.g.,[ 3 0 ]a n d the palaeoclimate example below).
Exact study of possible causality ratio values. -Before considering the central point of dating errors identification, it is necessary to study the case of undistorted observations X = X 0 and Y = Y 0 . For the most practically interesting situations of not too sparse sampling (e.g., h ≤ 0.2τ ), r Y →X is well above unity, confidently indicating the correct coupling direction. Namely, r Y →X = 1.6f o rh =0 .2τ and a moderately strong coupling of C 2 X0Y0,0 =0 .1. For rather sparse samplings of h ≥ τ ,t h e ratio r Y →X gets close to unity and, hence, cannot reliably reveal coupling directionality. This is similar for any coupling strength: in particular, at h/τ =0 .2 the causality ratio remains almost constant (r Y →X ≈ 1.6) in the wide range of 0 <C
Y half-time (for n =1,...,N/2) and δ Y n =0otherwise(forn = N/2+ 1,...,N). The "average CCF" of such a non-stationary process (X, Y ) can be defined as the expectation of the sample CCF computed over the entire time span and equals an arithmetic mean of the CCFs for the two stationary halves. The usual WG causalities defined for the entire time span are expressed via such an average CCF in the same way as before. Figures 1(a), (b) show that the shape of the plots for the time-lagged WG causalities and locations of their maxima change strongly when the dating error becomes comparable with the relaxation time τ . Then, the "correct" G tr,max Y →X decreases by almost two times as compared to zero dating error, while the opposite G tr,max X→Y decreases only by 1.5 times. At that, the causality ratio becomes close to unity and may even fall down to 0.9 for the dating error greater than τ . If a smaller or a larger portion of a time series suffers from a uniform dating error, then the effect of the latter on the causality ratio and the respective distortions of the plots G tr Y →X (Δ) are weaker (see SM), in particular, they vanish if the entire time series is characterized with a uniform dating error since the causality ratio involves maximization over temporal shifts.
Principally, dating errors may be distributed in a complicated manner determined both by random walk-like stochastic contribution, analytical limitations and global contribution induced by incorrect tie points as, e.g.,e rroneous attribution of volcanic eruption dates due to incorrect identification of individual eruptions [31] . Still, we have obtained results very similar to fig. 1 for dating errors linearly increasing with age, even with a superimposed random-walk component whose values become of the order of τ for ages of the order of 100τ as motivated by palaeoclimate applications. Thus, the described effect of the dating errors is robust, being observed just for reasonably large dating errors without any other specific conditions. 10004-p3 D. A. Smirnov et al. When dating errors are present, it is natural to expect also an observational noise. Let us first show how the latter affects the causality ratio for zero dating errors. It appears that the noise Ψ in the driving signal can significantly decrease r Y →X .T h u s ,a tm o d e r a t eh/τ =0 . fig. 2) . However, the noise Ξ in the driven signal increases r Y →X apart from unity, which becomes quite visible as soon as σ (less than 10%) at moderate coupling strengths make the ratio r Y →X close to unity. Hence, such a specific combination of noise levels can complicate inference of coupling direction from r Y →X .
To distinguish between impacts of observational noise and dating error from data, we can use either i) assumptions about possible levels of both factors or ii) shapes of the plots G tr (Δ). For example, i) if the noise is hardly greater than 20% in terms of variance, then r Y →X < 1.1 may be induced only by a dating error greater than τ/2 (figs. freedom, so the amplitude of its deviations from the mean for l XY =1e q u a l s3 /N (the latter is the distance from 0.95-quantile to the mean) [28] . After maximization over a reasonable interval of the width 2Δ m =4 τ , the difference δĜ =Ĝ Causality estimates from palaeoclimate data. -A key problem in climate sciences is to understand and evaluate relative contributions of different factors to observed global and regional climate variations over time scales on the order of decades and longer. The best sources of such information from the pre-instrumental era are palaeoclimate proxies from different natural archives. One well-dated high-resolution reconstruction has been extracted from the stalagmite YOK-I from Yok Balum Cave (Southern Belize) [25] . The δ 18 O record represents local to regional hydroclimate variations in that Atlantic region over the last two millennia with a mean temporal resolution of half a year and is characterized by very low dating errors (up to 17 y for ages about 2000 y). This time series (x signal) is examined here in parallel with the reconstruction of the total solar irradiance (TSI) based on 10 Be measurements on ice cores [26] to extract information on a possible influence of solar activity (y signal) on the Belize climate over the last two millennia.
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Coping with dating errors The time series are presented in figs. 3(a), (b) . The TSI data ( fig. 3(b) ) have originally been processed to remove the 11 y solar cycle [26] and sampled in steps of h =5y . The original, non-equidistantly sampled YOK-I δ 18 Ov a lues are shown as red dots in fig. 3(a) , the blue line shows the Gaussian kernel-based filtered [33] record (efficient width of 5 y) sampled equidistantly in smaller steps of 1 y. The sample ACFs of both signals ( fig. 3(c) ) and their CCF ( fig. 3(d) ,Ĉ 2 XY,max =0.09) agree reasonably well with the hypothesis of the relaxators (2) with τ ≈ 25 y; some deviations may be attributed to statistical fluctuations. The resulting time series length is N = 400: the signal duration is 80τ , the sampling interval is 0.2τ .
To focus on the most statistically reliable results, we use the model orders selected via the Schwarz criterion for these data (l X =3a n dl Y = 4), even though everything is similar for the unit orders. The WG causality estimates differ from zero at least at the level of 0.05: G tr,max Y →X =0 .014 andĜ tr,max X→Y =0 .025 ( figs. 3(e), (f) ). SinceĜ tr Y →X (Δ) for the direction TSI → Belize climate is maximal at negative time lag Δ instead of an expected non-negative lag, a possible dating error can be assumed. It is surprising that the causality ratio from TSI to Belize climate isr Y →X =0.56, though we would expect much greater r Y →X > 1.5 without observational noise and dating errors and r Y →X > 0.9 with those distortions ( figs. 1, 2) . Below, we study causality estimators for the same time series length and other parameters and check if statistical fluctuations suffice to explain such a lowr Y →X .
Causality estimates from short time series. -Taking N = 400 and h/τ =0.2, we generated an ensemble of 1000 time series by integrating eqs. (2) with the Euler-M a r u y a m at e c h n i q u ea tt i m es t e po fτ/300 and imposing (or not) observational noise and dating errors. From each time series, we estimated WG causalities and causality ratio (for l X =3 ,l Y =4 ,l XY = l YX =1 ) . T h e nw e calculated their mean values and probabilities to exceed threshold values equal to the respective palaeoclimate estimates (see SM). The result is that for this data amount the effect of statistical fluctuations on the causality estimates is considerably stronger than that of dating errors (the second place) and observational noise (the third place).
Without observational noise and dating errors, we specify k/α =0.45 which gives CCF close to the palaeoclimate estimate. For smaller k/α (e.g., ≤0.3) the WG causality estimates are insignificant according to the F -test, while for greater k/α (e.g., ≥0.6) the CCF and WG causalities estimates considerably exceed the respective palaeoclimate values. The estimation shows that typicallŷ r y→x > 1. A less typical case of r y→x < 1 (even down to 0.7) is observed in fewer than 10% of time series in an ensemble. Both WG causality estimates are significant at least at p =0.05 in more than 90% of the time series. The appearance of the plotsĜ influential than observational noise and dating errors: the former decrease the causality ratio from 1.6 to 1.2, as compared to the change of the order of 0.1 induced by the dating error and 0.05 by observational noise. Thus, the time series length seems to be the main factor limiting the accuracy of the estimation for the palaeoclimate data at hand. Yet, as justified above, the relative importance of each factor depends on the time series length. In practice, it can be checked ad hoc for a time series at hand as is done here.
To develop a standard test for statistical significance, we note that under the null hypothesis of uncoupled processes the estimatorr Y →X resembles the ratio of two χ 2 -distributed quantities with l XY and l YX degrees of freedom. Maximization of G tr (Δ) over an interval of width 2Δ m =4τ consisting of four independent segments corresponds to maximization of the χ 2 -distributed quantity over four independent trials. Numerical simulations show that for l XY = 1 such a maximization results in the distribution which can be approximated by the χ 2 law with two degrees of freedom. Then,r Y →X is distributed according to Fisher's F -law with (2, 2) degrees of freedom. However, the quality of the approximation reduces for short time series, where Monte-Carlo-based estimation seems more reliable.
Additional tests with simulations of a non-equidistant sampling from (2) and a subsequent Gaussian kernel-based filtering (all identical to the palaeoclimate case) show that it slightly increases the likelihood of the causality estimates obtained from the palaeoclimate data. Still, even in case of best correspondence, the system (2) exhibits characteristics similar to those in the palaeoclimate data only in 10% of all realizations. One reason for this limited agreement between the data and the stationary random process (2) can be temporal changes of some characteristics of the processes underlying the proxy records.
Non-stationarity of the palaeoclimate processes. -We have accounted for a possible nonstationarity by moving window analysis of the palaeoclimate data. The main results are presented in fig. 4 for two non-overlapping time windows corresponding to the two subsequent millennia. Figures 4(a) given that TSI should always lead the climatic signal (climatic response to the Sun). Such a lag may well be determined by dating error of at least 20 y: Either the age of the solar signal is underestimated or the age of the cave signal is overestimated. Importantly, the question about which signal (or both) has a larger dating error is not possible to be answered on the basis of bivariate data. We therefore include the best-dated ice-core based volcanic activity data [31] in our analysis (instead of the TSI data) to check whether its influence on the Belize climate (which is expected and well accepted) is also characterized by a non-physical negative temporal shift (see SM). We have found highly statistically significant volcanic forcing on speleothem δ 18 O variations, the maximum of G tr Y →X (Δ) being shifted to positive Δ = 2 or 3 y, i.e.,Δ≈ h/2, which agrees with the notion of volcanic forcing delayed by no more than 1 y. Such a small time delay is totally acceptable. Hence, the test with the volcanic record shows that there is excellent correspondence between eruptions recorded in ice cores and YOK-I which strongly supports the claim of highly accurate dating of the speleothem. Therefore, we conclude that it is the TSI record which is less accurately dated in the first millennium A.D., with a possible age underestimation of about 20 y.
Conclusions. -Dating errors are an almost inevitable characteristic of palaeoclimate time series which makes causality estimation even more difficult. We have proposed the causality ratio r Y →X based on WG causality (1) as a relevant tool to cope with this problem. We have shown that the value of r Y →X > 1 correctly indicates the direction of unidirectional coupling Y → X for identical stochastic relaxators in the absence of observational noise and dating errors, if the sampling is not too sparse. Only very large observational noise in the driving signal (more than 50% in terms of variance) along with the noise-free driven signal makes r Y →X close to unity and unsuitable for coupling directionality identification. The causality ratio is more sensitive to the dating error: if half a time series is dated with an error about the relaxation time τ or greater, r Y →X gets close to unity again. Hence, in case of ap r i o r iknown coupling direction, the value of r Y →X allows to assess likely values of dating errors and observational noise level. However, statistical fluctuations of the estimates from sufficiently short time series may exceed the influence of dating errors and observational noise.
Applying the above results to analyze palaeoclimate data, we confirmed a strong influence of solar activity on the Belize climate over the first millennium A.D. and suggested that this influence strongly decreased in the second millennium. An unexpectedly low causality ratio appears to be determined by the shortness of the time series and, probably, the dating error in the solar proxy over the first millennium A.D. of about 20 y, the age of the solar data being underestimated. It seems to be an interesting and fruitful conclusion from an analysis of such a short piece of data on the basis of the adapted causality analysis.
The theoretical part of our research is based on the analysis of a simple, but basic test system (2) . Further studies of the influence of dating errors and other factors on WG causalities for more general systems are relevant, including non-identical processes, higher dimensionality of state spaces, and various kinds of nonlinearity. More "inertial" couplings can be analyzed with l XY > 1 and even with l XY different temporal shifts rather than with a single Δ. All these features will possibly reveal more complicated relationships between the causality ratio and coupling directionality which can then be taken into account, extending the range of applicability of the approach to all fields where dating errors are encountered. Yet, the research presented here is valuable as the first step which already reveals that the adapted WG causality analysis is a promising tool to deal with data corrupted by dating errors and extract information about underlying causal couplings. * * * The work is partially supported by the Government of the Russian Federation (Agreement No. 14.Z50.31.0033 with the Institute of Applied Physics RAS) and the European Union's Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation programme (Marie Sk lodowska-Curie grant agreement No. 691037, project "QUEST"). The theoretical and numerical study of mathematical examples is done under the support of the Russian Science Foundation (grant No. 14-12-00291).
